


Zakira (“Memory” in Arabic) is an NGO whose primary goal is to promote the value 
of photography and images in general in our society. Its objective is to enhance 
photographers’ work, to re-evaluate the importance of images, to explore their 
impact and strength, and to create a circle of common interest open to all those 
interested in photography.

But what do the images say? What can one understand from this act that transmits 
but also transforms? 

What do photographers see before choosing the part of reality and its composition 
they choose to project? How do their images then work their way to us setting 
themselves within our memories? 

Given that these simple yet unavoidable questions are part and parcel of a 
professional photographer’s craft, they should nurture the observer’s perceptions 
to help understand the process of creating and transmitting ideas conveyed by an 
image.

The pact that binds us to photographers puts our sight in their hands.

However, there are limitations that hinder their freedom of action and freedom of 
thought. The photographer’s imagination and active pursuit of knowledge allow him 
or her to shatter obstacles and trace unexpected paths. 

Zakira‘s projects and activities aim to raise awareness among professional and 
amateur photographers, buyers or plain observers, spectators and citizens of all 
ages and from walks of life. Each event provides an occasion to meet and exchange 
ideas about photography. 

To this end, Zakira organizes exhibitions, workshops, ongoing projects and 
civil awareness campaigns. Zakira also aims to build an archive to preserve 
photographs. 

About ZAKIRA
the Image Festival Association



Launched in 2007, “Lahza” (“Glimpse” in Arabic) brought together photographers, 
journalists, artists and volunteers from various walks of life along with the children of 
the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon. 

 

For over a year, the members and volunteers of Zakira  taught 500 children between 
the ages of 5 to 12 the basics of photography. 

They taught them about working with images, their impact and uses as a means of 
public communication and personal expression. 

In each of the 12 refugee camps, the children were given disposable cameras to 
use for the project’s entire duration. 

These oppressed children are witnesses to the harshest living conditions and bear a 
heavy burden of exile, war, marginalization and lack of life commodities. Living in the 
camps and their status as refugees keeps them largely isolated from the people and 
the environment of the outside world. 

The camera thus carried a deeper significance in their hands, as it became a means to 
overcome certain boundaries, shatter preconceived ideas, reveal their daily experiences 
and kindle their need for sharing. 

We at Zakira strove to stimulate their sense of observation and encourage their own 
creative impulses. The resulting photographs were extraordinary in their power to 
reveal a reality that we never see. 

These child photographers are not bashful. They do not forget their humor nor their 
joy when they focus on the extreme elements in their surroundings. 

Their pictures reveal a vital life-force which constitutes, in our eyes, a deeply moving 
resistance. 

The subjects that preoccupy them and to which they draw our attention are shown in 
their raw state, without pretense or staging. 

Furthermore, the pleasure of play, amusement and joy always find its place in the children’s
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lives and in front of the camera that provides an occasion for self-expression. The 
two children, the photographer and his subject, become partners united in the 
creation of the photograph, such as the one of the young girl laying in the shade in 
front of a landscape in Rashidieh camp ; or another where a young girl rises proudly 
above a line of sad rooftops in Ain el-Helweh camp ; and the one where a young 
boy is showing off, thrusting his chest out from an unlikely diving board in Shatila 
camp.

The Lahza book

Some 140 pictures from this project were 
included in the Lahza book.

The funds raised from the book sales paved 
the way for Zakira to launch its next project, 
«Ma Baad el-Lahza». 

Zakira was also able to make a contribution to 
building a children's playground in cooperation with the General 
Union for Palestinian Women and other organizations working in the camps.



For its second project, “Ma Baad el-Lahza” ("After Lahza" in Arabic), Zakira takes its 
work in “Lahza” a step further providing Palestinian and Lebanese youths between 
the ages of 13 and 18 with advanced training in photography.

Using semi-professional cameras, students will learn and develop their skills 
in photography during three-month workshops held in the five main regions 
of Lebanon: Beirut, Tripoli, the Bekaa, Sidon and Tyre. Participants will be from 
Palestinian camps and neighboring areas. Some will be participants from “Lahza”, 
Zakira’s first project. 

School drop out rates are often high in these areas as disaffection bites into a youth 
population that sees all too clearly low prospects of finding meaningful employment 
and imminent economic hardship. For some, formal education no longer fits the 
package life seems to be offering. 

“Ma Baad el-Lahza” aims to offer these young men and women an alternative, one 
that challenges them to learn a practical skill that may eventually lead to work in 
a field related to photography. Classroom based learning combined with practical 
field trips around the country will teach students not just how to use sophisticated 
cameras, but also how to look at, understand and express the world around 
them. 

Working side by side in the classroom and out in the field, Zakira provides Palestinian 
and Lebanese youth with a simple opportunity to spend time together, form a 
dialogue, learn from each other, and most of all build a constructive experience 
together.

The project began in March 2009 in Beirut, bringing youths from Palestinian camps 
together with their peers from different areas of the city. The project will soon move 
to the Bekaa and Tripoli and then to Sidon and Tyre in late 2009.

The "Ma Baad el-Lahza" project was sponsored by:

“MA BAAD EL-LAHZA” Project
Advanced training in photography for young Lebanese 
and Palestinians



Eager youngsters in al-Buss camp gathering around a table to see the pictures they 
took as part of the "Lahza" project.



Children in Shatila camp learning the basics of photography during the "Lahza" project.



View pictures from our projects and read more about us

www.zakira.org
Adress :  Image Festival Association – Zakira

P.O Box : 113-5391 Beirut - Lebanon

If you would like to contribute to Zakira contact us at zakira12@gmail.com.


